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It was, I believe, Agnes de Mille who exhorted choreographers to aim to make an impact in
the first 30 seconds of their works if they wanted to harness the interest of an audience.
Choreographer Natalie Weir did exactly that in Queensland Ballet’s triple bill program, Lest
We Forget, a program honouring the ANZAC soldiers of World War I. Weir’s work, We who
are left, begins in darkness. One by one five male dancers are revealed, standing in
individual pools of light. As we watch each man is joined by a woman and we can almost
hear the women shouting ‘Don’t leave me’, ‘Stay’, ‘I love you’ as they throw themselves into
the arms of their partners, cling to them, and reluctantly tear themselves away as their
partners ready themselves to leave for the war zone. Instant emotional involvement is the
only possible reaction. The five couples then lead us on a journey of parting, fighting, death,
survival, longing, and memories of what was and what might have been.
Choreographically the work is outstanding throughout. After the strongly emotional opening
scene, the men engage in their war activities. At first their movements have a quality of
military precision to them. But as this section proceeds they throw themselves around the
stage in athletic leaps as they become more and more bound up in the process of war. Then,
dramatically, an upstage screen lifts and four of the five men walk slowly backwards into the
grey recesses that are revealed. The screen descends and just a single soldier, ‘The man who
lived’ danced by Jack Lister, remains onstage. A lyrical pas de deux between Lina Kim and
Camilo Ramos follows. It is a duet recalling memories of past times and is filled with Weir’s
signature pas de deux style in which bodies tip, dive, twist and wrap around each other.
Perhaps the choreographic highlight, however, comes at the moment when Clare Morehen,
‘She who was left’, stands onstage with a pair of soldier’s boots in front of her. She dances
around them, sometimes with sharp pique-style movements that suggest agony, sometimes
with extended legs and stretched arms that suggest a range of other emotions. Then,
surprisingly, she is joined by her man, Shane Wuerthner. They dance together but
separately. Morehen stretches out to him but they never touch. They kiss but their lips
never meet. He lies on the floor and she steps over him crisscrossing her way along the
body. They are astonishing moments and present a totally different take on memory from
what we saw from Kim and Ramos. Later, the other four women enter with pairs of boots
and poignantly place them on the floor. But nothing can equal the dream-like moments we
spend with Morehen and Wuerthner.
The work is danced to selections from Benjamin Britten’s War Requiem Opus 66 and Weir
has chosen largely from those sections of the score that include the spoken word in the
form of poetry by Wilfred Owen. The score pounds relentlessly and adds a separate level of
drama to the overall work. David Walters lighting design is spectacular throughout

beginning with that striking downlighting in the opening moments, through to brooding
lighting washing across the stage as the men find themselves in the act of war, and on to
further pools of light highlighting the women as they survey the empty boots of those who
did not return. Costumes by Noelene Hill are perfectly of the period and neutral in their
colours.
We who are left has an innate simplicity – five couples, five sets of boots, basically a grey
colour scheme. That’s about it on an obvious level. Yet it is masterful in its ability to
communicate general thoughts about the effects of war, while at the same time conveying a
sense of individuality. It is like a dagger in the heart with its theatricality, its choreographic
sensibility, and its dramatic power. It is nothing less than a knockout.

